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AN ANALYSIS OF SLANG USED IN “EXPELLED” MOVIE 
ABSTRACT 
One of the important elements in learning a language is to know how to be 
able to communicate as natural as possible. To make it happen, we as the English 
learners need to know the slang of the target language. Hence, the communication 
can run smoothly. The English learners' newness to American slang can be 
confusing because it is not learnt at formal education but it is commonly used in 
the real English conversation. Even though slang is a nonstandard language, the 
importance of studying slang cannot be neglected. This research were conducted 
to find out (1) slang words and phrases used by the main characters in Expelled 
movie and (2) meanings of slang words and phrases used by the main characters 
in Expelled movie. This study applied descriptive qualitative. The data were taken 
from the dialogues uttered by five main characters in that movie. The research 
instrument in this study was human instrument. Upon data analysis, the researcher 
found 30 slangs in total. Twenty-one slang words and nine slang phrases were 
used by the main characters in “Expelled” movie, where each of slang meanings 
varied from their types, which are affective, conceptual, collocative, connotative, 
reflected, and social meanings, where the most dominant meaning is reflected 
meaning. 
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